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Abstract—We study the scalable video broadcasting problem in mobile TV broadcast networks, where each TV channel is encoded

into a scalable video stream with multiple layers, and several TV channels are concurrently broadcast over a shared air medium to

many mobile devices with heterogeneous resources. Our goal is to encapsulate and broadcast video streams encoded in scalable

manner to enable heterogeneous mobile devices to render the most appropriate video substreams while achieving high energy saving

and low channel switching delay. The appropriate streams depend on the device capability and the target energy consumption level.

We propose two new broadcast schemes, which are flexible in the sense that they allow diverse bit rates among layers of the same

stream. Such flexibility enables videos to be optimally encoded in terms of coding efficiency, and allows the coded video streams to be

better matched with the capability of mobile devices. We analyze the performance of the proposed broadcast schemes. In addition, we

have implemented the proposed schemes in a real mobile TV testbed to show their practicality and efficiency. Our extensive

experiments confirm that the proposed schemes enable energy saving differentiation: between 75 and 95 percent were observed.

Moreover, one of the schemes achieves low channel switching delays: 200 msec is possible with typical system parameters.

Index Terms—Mobile TV, DVB-H, time slicing, quality of service, energy saving, channel switching delay.
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1 INTRODUCTION

TECHNOLOGY advances have tremendously increased the
communication and computational powers of mobile

devices. Modern mobile devices, despite their small sizes, can
run many multimedia applications, including games and
music players that are already popular nowadays, and
mobile TV that is still emerging. Mobile TV services allow
users to watch TV programs any time at any place. Market
forecasts reveal that mobile TV will catch up with gaming and
music, and become the most popular application on mobile
devices: more than 140 million subscribers worldwide, and
multibillion dollar revenues in North America by 2011 [1].

Mobile TV programs can be delivered using 3G cellular
or dedicated broadcast networks. Streaming TV programs
over existing 3G cellular networks incurs bandwidth
requirement that grows linearly with the number of mobile
devices, because current 3G cellular networks are designed
for unicast. Therefore, delivering TV programs over a 3G
cellular network may easily overload the network, and does
not scale well. Analysis, by a market research group,
predicted that 3G cellular networks would be overloaded
with only 40 percent of cellular phone users watching
8 minutes of video per day [2]. In fact, a recent news report
reveals that smart phone users are already very close to
saturate the bandwidth of 3G cellular networks as of 2009
[3]. In contrast, streaming videos from a base station using

one-to-many broadcast service achieves high spectrum
efficiency, and can support a large number of mobile
devices. Therefore, we only consider TV programs deliv-
ered over dedicated broadcast networks.

Mobile devices have heterogeneous resources such as
screen resolution, decoder capability, and battery capacity.
For example, while laptop computers can display 720p
(1;280� 720) videos, most smart phones only have QVGA
(320� 240) displays. It is challenging to concurrently support
these mobile devices: broadcasting TV programs in QVGA
resolution results in unacceptable video quality on laptop
computers, while broadcasting in 720p resolution results in
higher overhead, and thus higher energy consumption, on
smart phones with no visible quality improvement. More
importantly, broadcasting in 720p resolution could deny
smart phones that are not computationally powerful enough
from mobile TV services. To partially cope with this
problem, network operators could broadcast every TV
channel in multiple versions, where each version is
appropriate for a mobile device. This is called simulcast,
which is inefficient in terms of bandwidth as it effectively
reduces the number of TV channels that can be concurrently
broadcast. This inefficiency becomes even more severe if we
categorize mobile devices into groups not only by device
models but also by working conditions of the same model.
For example, mobile devices with low battery levels or in
poor wireless channel conditions may prefer to receive at a
lower bit rate to save energy and/or reduce bit error rate.

Scalable video broadcasting, in contrast, enables network
operators to support many mobile devices without exhaust-
ing network bandwidth. This is achieved by using scalable
video coders to encode each TV channel into a single stream
with multiple layers, and broadcast each layer only once.
Such a coded stream is scalable because several substreams,
with one or a few layers, can be extracted from the complete
stream and are still decodable. Each mobile device can then
choose and render the substream that is most appropriate to
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its capability and condition. Scalable video broadcasting,
however, is quite challenging for the base station broad-
casting multiple TV channels. This is because the base
station broadcasts every TV channel in bursts with a bit rate
much higher than the encoding rate of that TV channel,
which enables mobile devices to receive a burst of data and
turn off their radio components until the next burst in order
to save energy. This is called time slicing, which is dictated
in leading broadcast standards such as Digital Video
Broadcast-Handheld (DVB-H) [4], [5], [6] and Forward
Link Only (MediaFLO) [7]. Time slicing is important
because energy saving is critical to battery-powered mobile
devices, and recent commercial mobile TV chips consume
more than 400 mW [8] in continuous mode, which is
nontrivial compared to the total power consumption of
many mobile devices, e.g., our measurement study [9]
indicates that Nokia N96 phones only consume 1 W in total
while receiving mobile TV signals. To enable time slicing,
the base station has to prepare bursts for all TV channels to
ensure that: 1) mobile devices can receive enough data for
smooth playout, and 2) no bursts intersect with each other
in time. Since preparing bursts for nonscalable videos is
already hard [10], preparing bursts for scalable videos is
even more complex, as the dependency among layers must
be carefully considered.

We study scalable video broadcasting in mobile TV
broadcast networks, where each TV channel is encoded into
a scalable video stream with multiple layers, and several TV
channels are concurrently broadcast over a shared air
medium to many mobile devices with heterogeneous re-
sources. Our problem is to encapsulate and broadcast video
streams encoded in scalable manner, so that heterogeneous
mobile devices can render the most appropriate video
substreams to achieve high energy saving and low channel
switching delay. The appropriate substreams depend on the
device capability and the target energy consumption level.

Scalable video broadcasting has been proposed in the
literature [11], [12], [13], [14]. Schierl et al. [11] propose to
broadcast SVC streams in mobile TV networks to provide
video-on-demand service. The authors of [12], [13], [14]
propose to apply unequal error protection (UEP) on scalable
video streams to cope with bad radio receptions. These four
works do not consider the issue of interlayer synchroniza-
tion and may lead to long frame refresh delay, which refers to
the time period between receiving the first bit of video data
and reaching the next random access point, typically an
intracoded frame, of that video. To address this issue, we
propose to insert instantaneous decoder refresh (IDR)
frames at the beginning of individual bursts, so that mobile
devices can receive decodable data of all scalable layers in
timely fashion. We mention that frequently inserting
intracoded H.264/AVC [15] frames in bursts has been
studied in the literature [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. We
propose to apply similar techniques to scalable, multilayer
video streams. Note that the IDR frames are typically larger
than intercoded frames, and thus, inserting more IDR
frames may result in data amount exceeding the capacity of
individual bursts. We propose three approaches to accom-
modate the larger sizes of IDR frames, we can 1) reserve a
small portion of bursts for IDR frames, 2) employ reduced

quality (and thus smaller) IDR frames, and/or 3) drop some
quality-scalability packets without affecting the decodabil-
ity. By frequently inserting IDR frames in the bursts without
exceeding their capacity, we can minimize the frame refresh
delay and address the interlayer synchronization issue.

The contribution of this paper are as follows:

. We analyze current mobile TV systems and we show
that they are not efficient for scalable coded streams.
This is done by first presenting several broadcast
schemes to enable scalable video broadcasting in
current systems, and then pointing out their draw-
backs. Moreover, we analytically show that these
broadcast schemes lead to lower energy saving
compared to our proposed schemes.

. We propose two new broadcast schemes for scalable
video streams with arbitrary layer bit rates, and we
analyze their performance. The two proposed
schemes are flexible in terms of bit rates of
individual layers, which enable network operators
to optimally encode videos in terms of coding
efficiency, and allow the coded video streams to be
better matched with the capability of mobile devices.
We prove that both schemes achieve high energy
saving, and one of them also results in low channel
switching delays.

. We implement the broadcast schemes in a real mobile
TV testbed in our Lab to show their practicality and
efficiency. We conduct extensive experiments to
evaluate these schemes. The experimental results
confirm our analysis, and indicate that the proposed
schemes allow mobile devices to trade perceived
quality for energy saving, as they can opt to receive a
smaller substream to prolong battery lifetime.
Furthermore, very short channel switching delay, as
low as a few hundred milliseconds, can be achieved
using one of the proposed schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
surveys the literature. We define the considered problem in
Section 3. In Section 4, we study the limitations of current
mobile TV networks on broadcasting scalable video
streams. We present and analyze a broadcast scheme for
high energy saving in Section 5, and we present another
broadcast scheme that also reduces the channel switching
delay in Section 6. We implement and evaluate both
schemes in Section 7. We conclude the paper in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK

The energy saving of mobile devices has been studied for
mobile TV networks, where TV channels are coded in
nonscalable fashion. The authors of [21] and [22] estimate the
energy saving achieved by time slicing. They show that time
slicing enables mobile devices to turn off their radio
components for a significant fraction of time. They, however,
did not propose broadcast schemes: they only compute the
achieved energy saving for predetermined bursts. Balaguer
et al. [23] propose an energy saving strategy by not receiving
more forward error correction (FEC) bytes once the data can
be successfully reconstructed. In this way, mobile devices
can turn off their radio components earlier, and achieve
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additional energy saving compared to receiving all FEC
bytes. Zhang et al. [24] consider mobile devices with an
auxiliary short range wireless interface and construct a
cooperative network over this short range network to share
the IP packets received from the broadcast network.
Assuming transmitting data over the short range network
is more energy efficient than receiving data from mobile TV
networks, this cooperative strategy can save energy. The
proposals in [23], [24] are orthogonal and complementary to
our work, as they reside in the mobile devices themselves
and try to achieve additional energy saving on top of that
achieved by time slicing. In contrast, we propose broadcast
schemes that are implemented in the base station.

Our previous works study the burst transmission pro-
blems and propose time slicing schemes for mobile TV
networks that broadcast nonscalable video streams to a single
class of mobile devices [9], [10], [25]. That is, these works
assume that all mobile devices have the same capability. We
consider heterogeneous mobile devices that can only (or opt
to) receive parts of video streams in [26], [27], where we
assume the scalable video streams are coded into several
layers with the same bit rate. However, such assumption may
limit the applicability of our preliminary solutions in [26],
[27]. For example, uniform bit rates may prevent the video
coders from optimally allocating bit rate among layers for
higher coding efficiency, and may result in scalable video
streams that do not properly match the capability of mobile
devices. To address these shortcomings, we propose two new
broadcast schemes in this paper, which are general in the
sense that layers can take any arbitrary bit rates.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we describe the considered problem and
define the notations that are used in the rest of this paper. We
consider a mobile TV network in which a base station
concurrently broadcasts multiple TV channels over a shared
air medium with bandwidth R Kbps to mobile devices with
heterogeneous resources. The network bandwidth is divided
among TV channels, and each TV channel is assigned a bit
rate of r Kbps. To support heterogeneous mobile devices,
every TV channel is encoded into C layers using scalable
video coders, where each layer c (1 � c � C) has a bit rate of
rc Kbps. The base station broadcasts each TV channel as a
series of bursts, and a mobile device receives a burst of data
and turns off its radio component until the next burst of the
same TV channel to save energy, which is called time slicing.

Time slicing is critical to the quality of service in mobile
TV networks for two reasons. First, time slicing enables
mobile devices to save energy by turning off their radio
components while not receiving bursts. Higher energy
saving results in longer battery lifetime, which extends the
mobile TV watch time. Second, time slicing has an impact
on channel switching delay, which refers to the time a user
waits before she/he starts viewing a selected channel when
a change of channel is requested by that user [17], [18].
Shorter channel switching delays result in better view
experience as many users flip through numerous TV
channels before they decide to watch specific ones.

We next formally define the energy saving and the
channel switching delay. The energy saved by a mobile

device because of time slicing is denoted by �, and it is
calculated as the ratio of time the radio component is in off
mode to the total time [21], [22]. When computing the
energy saving, we need to consider the wake-up time of the
radio components on mobile devices to receive the next
burst. This is because it takes radio components sometime
to power up and lock on to the radio signals before data can
be demodulated [22]. This period is called overhead
duration and is denoted as To. To is not negligible, and
can be as high as 250 msec [5]. The channel switching
delay d consists of several components, in which the frame
refresh delay and time slicing delay are the two dominating
contributors [17], [18]. In Section 1, we proposed inserting
IDR frames to minimize frame refresh delay. Therefore, we
assume that frame refresh delay is negligible, and only
consider time slicing delay. The time slicing delay refers to
the time period between locking on to a mobile TV channel
and reaching the first burst of that TV channel. We let dm be
the maximal (the worse case) channel switching delay.

Using the above notations, we next state the scalable
video broadcasting problem considered in this paper.

Problem 1. Consider a mobile TV broadcast network with air
medium bandwidthRKbps shared amongS TV channels, where
each TV channel has a bit rate of r Kbps. Every TV channel is
encoded intoC layers, and layer c (1 � c � C) has a bit rate of rc
Kbps, where

PC
c¼1 rc ¼ r. Mobile devices are classified into C

classes so that devices in class c receive and decode all layers �c,
where �c � c. The coded streams are encapsulated into bursts, and
broadcast over the shared air medium. Design a broadcast scheme
such that mobile devices in any class c achieves high energy
saving and low channel switching delay from any channel to any
other channel. A broadcast scheme assigns IP packets to
individual bursts, and specifies the start time of each burst.

Solving this problem at a base station allows users to watch
more TV programs (due to longer battery lifetime), while
keeping channel switching delay short. This will improve
user satisfaction and eventually increase the number of
subscribers as well as revenues for network operators.

4 BROADCASTING SCALABLE STREAMS IN

CURRENT SYSTEMS

In this section, we present the burst preparation in the
current mobile TV networks, and discuss their limitations.

4.1 Burst Preparation in Mobile TV Networks

In DVB-H base stations, each mobile TV base station consists
of three main components: video server, IP encapsulator, and
modulator, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The video server
encapsulates video data, pre-encoded or live, into RTP
packets, and sends these packets over an IP network to the IP
encapsulator. The IP encapsulator receives these IP packets
and puts them in MPE (multiprotocol encapsulation) frames.
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MPE frames are used by IP encapsulator for preparing
transmission bursts of a specific TV channel, and each MPE
frame is sent as one burst. The MPE frame can optionally be
protected by Reed-Solomon (R-S) codes. This is achieved by
extending the MPE frame into the MPE-FEC frame, which
consists of FEC parity bytes. Since mobile devices are
vulnerable to bad radio channel conditions, MPE-FEC
frames are important as they provide better error resilience.

Fig. 2 reveals the structure of an MPE-FEC frame, which
is divided into two parts: an application data table (ADT)
that carries IP packets and an R-S data table (RDT) that
carries the parity bytes. To compute the parity bytes,
received IP packets are sequentially placed in the ADT
column-by-column, from left to right. Zeros are padded in
the remaining space of the ADT if there are not enough data
to fill the ADT. Once the ADT is full (by data and/or zeros),
the parity bytes are computed row-by-row, and stored in
the RDT. After the parity bytes are computed, the whole
MPE-FEC frame is sent, column-by-column, as a burst. Note
that, the padded zeros are for computing parity bytes only;
they are not transmitted over the wireless medium [28]. We
study the problem of designing broadcast schemes to
optimize the quality of service, therefore the proposed
schemes will be implemented in the IP encapsulator.

Despite different terminology, MediaFLO base stations
also have to prepare transmission bursts in time-slicing
manner [29]. More specifically, MediaFLO base stations
transmit signals in a superframe structure, where each
superframe consists of four frames and each frame has
250 OFDM symbols. A TV channel is assigned several
OFDM symbols in every frame, and this assignment
defines a period of time that mobile devices must turn on
their radio components to receive data. Therefore, Media-
FLO base stations prepare transmission bursts in the form
of assigning OFDM symbols to individual TV channels,
and most of our works in this paper are also applicable to
MediaFLO networks.

4.2 Limitations of Current Systems

Traditional, nonscalable, coded streams must be decoded in
their entirety, and are not efficient for mobile devices with
heterogeneous resources. This is because all mobile devices
have to receive the complete video streams even though
some of them do not have enough resources to render the
complete streams. In contrast, scalable video coders encode
each TV channel into a single video stream that can be sent

and decoded at various bit rates. This is achieved by
extracting substreams from the complete (original) stream,
where each substream can be decoded and displayed at a
lower perceived quality.

While scalable coded streams enable efficient substream
extractions, broadcasting them in mobile TV networks is
challenging because of the dependency among layers of the
same coded stream. In the following, we give a brief summary
of three possible schemes to broadcast scalable video streams
in current mobile TV networks, and we provide insights on
their shortcomings. We note that more detailed analysis on
these schemes was given in our previous works [26], [27].

4.2.1 Single Service (SS)

To support heterogeneous mobile devices, network opera-
tors can upgrade the video server (see Fig. 1) to support
scalable streams, and keep other components of the
network unchanged. That is, each scalable stream is
transmitted as a TV channel, and we refer to this scheme
as single service (SS). With the SS scheme, existing broad-
cast systems can be used to broadcast scalable video
streams. Unfortunately, this “patched” base station is not
efficient as we show in the following illustrative example.

We consider a small time window of three pictures,
where each picture is coded into two layers. We assume
that each layer is encapsulated into a single IP packet, and
these packets are sent by the video server and received by
the IP encapsulator in the following order: (picture 1, layer
1), (picture 1, layer 2), (picture 2, layer 1), (picture 2, layer
2), (picture 3, layer 1), (picture 3, layer 2). Since the IP
encapsulator sequentially places IP packets in the receiving
order within the ADT part of MPE-FEC frames, these
packets are stored into a frame as illustrated in Fig. 2. This
MPE-FEC frame is then sent over the broadcast network as
a burst. Consider a mobile device that can only render the
base layer (layer 1), this mobile device must receive and
process the complete burst for two reasons. First, IP
packets belonging to the base layer (unshaded in the
figure) are scattered all over the MPE-FEC frame, and a
deep inspection (at RTP or video-coding layer) is required
to locate them. Second, the parity bytes are computed over
IP packets from various layers, and are useless if some IP
packets are not received. Receiving complete bursts
degrades the energy saving of that mobile device, because
it has to open the radio component for a longer time
period to receive some data that will be dropped eventually.

4.2.2 Parallel Services (PS)

We show that the SS scheme leads to no additional energy
saving for mobile devices that cannot render the complete
video streams. To cope with this issue, we need to design a
better IP encapsulator that takes the layering structure of
scalable streams into considerations when preparing trans-
mission bursts. One way to achieve this is to send each layer
of a TV channel as a parallel service, which can be
implemented using multiple IP streams with different
multicast IP addresses, or using multiple parallel elemen-
tary streams [22, Section 8.6]. Fig. 3 shows an example of
broadcasting two TV channels with three layers, where each
block inside bursts is a parallel service and carries IP
packets of a specific layer only. We refer to this scheme as
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parallel service (PS). Compared to SS, the PS scheme
supports efficient demultiplexing of IP packets to indivi-
dual layers based on either IP addresses or MPEG-2 PIDs
(packet IDs). This allows mobile devices to extract sub-
streams without inspecting the complete stream, and thus
reduces its processing overhead. Unfortunately, as all
services are sent in parallel, mobile devices have to open
their radio components for the complete burst duration.
Therefore, all mobile devices achieve the same energy
saving despite how many layers they receive and decode.
Observe that PS is inefficient because mobile devices may
receive and discard data (in irrelevant layers) that are useless
to them. This leads to longer on time of radio components,
and thus lower energy saving.

4.2.3 Layer-Aware FEC (LAF)

To cope with the inefficiency of PS, the IP encapsulator may
rearrange the IP packets received from streaming servers, so
that packets belonging to layer c are sent before packets
belonging to layer cþ 1. This allows mobile devices that do
not decode the complete scalable streams to turn off their
radio components before each burst ends. If we reuse the
illustrative example of SS, the IP packets should be sent in
the following order: (picture 1, layer 1), (picture 2, layer 1),
(picture 3, layer 1), (picture 1, layer 2), (picture 2, layer 2),
(picture 3, layer 2), as illustrated in Fig. 4. The layer number
can be prepended before the MPE header as an one-byte
extension header, which allows mobile devices to efficiently
determine the boundaries between layers, e.g., between
(picture 3, layer 1) and (picture 1, layer 2).

However, even after reordering IP packets, mobile
devices still have to receive complete bursts in order to
perform error correction, which again prevents them from
getting higher energy saving. This is because the FEC parity
bytes are sent after all the IP packets, at the end of each
burst. To address this issue, we can compute parity bytes
column-by-column, and send these bytes right after each
column of data bytes. This allows mobile devices to
perform error corrections without receiving complete
bursts. That is, mobile devices can receive partial bursts
and turn off the radio components to save energy. We call
this new frame format as Layer-Aware FEC (LAF) frame,
which is illustrated in Fig. 4.

While LAF frame allows mobile devices to efficiently
receive and extract substreams, it has several drawbacks.
First, LAF does not comply with mobile TV standards,
which causes compatibility issues between the base station
and mobile devices. Second, implementing LAF requires
significant changes as error corrections are usually done in

hardware/firmware for the sake of performance. Third,
computing parity bytes column-by-column makes the FEC
decoder vulnerable to bursty channel errors because it does
not provide virtual time interleaving as by MPE-FEC frames
[28]. Most importantly, in Section 5, we prove in Lemma 1
that the LAF scheme achieves lower energy saving
compared to the scheme developed in that section.

4.2.4 Summary

We have presented three schemes to broadcast scalable
video streams in current mobile TV networks: SS, PS, LAF.
The SS and PS schemes require all mobile devices, despite
which classes they are in, to receive complete scalable
streams. Therefore, they result in no energy saving
differentiation as all mobile devices turn on their radio
components for the same amount of time. While the LAF
scheme enables energy saving differentiation, it is:

1. not standard compliant,
2. hard to implement,
3. vulnerable to bad channel conditions, and
4. achieves lower energy saving than the scheme

proposed in Section 5.

Hence, we conclude that current mobile TV broadcast
networks cannot efficiently support scalable video streams,
and we need to design better broadcast schemes to solve
Problem 1.

5 GENERALIZED LAYER-AWARE TIME SLICING:
GLATS

We propose a new broadcast scheme which we call
Generalized Layer-Aware Time Slicing (GLATS).

5.1 Overview

The GLATS scheme works on a recurring window, and its
key feature is that the IP encapsulator prepares a different
burst (or MPE-FEC frame) in the recurring window for each
layer of every TV channel. More specifically, every burst in
the GLATS scheme consists of IP packets from the same
layer of the same TV channel, which allows mobile devices
to safely skip bursts that contain IP packets for irrelevant
layers and save more energy. To illustrate, Fig. 5 shows an
example of the GLATS scheme, in which all IP packets in
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the leftmost burst belong to the base layer of TV channel 1,
while IP packets in the third burst belong to layer 2 of TV
channel 1. With the GLATS scheme, mobile devices that are
rendering TV channel 1 at the base layer quality do not need
to receive the third burst, because it is of no use to them.
More importantly, mobile devices know which layer the IP
packets are in, even before receiving a burst. Therefore,
mobile devices need not open their radio components and
inspect IP packets for substream extractions, and thus more
energy can be saved. Moreover, no additional signaling
from the base station to mobile devices is required to
determine which bursts (layers) to receive, mobile devices
only need to know the total number of layers C, which is
already sent to them for decoding the scalable stream.
Furthermore, the GLATS scheme naturally works with
existing MPE-FEC frame, because whenever a mobile
device decides to decode layer c, it has to receive all IP
packets in layer c for successful video reconstruction.
Therefore, all IP packets in ADT will be received before
error correction, and the FEC decoder implemented in
hardware/firmware can still be used.

We next derive the burst start time and the burst size of
each layer of individual TV channels. First, the number of TV
channels that can be concurrently broadcast is S ¼ bR=rc.
We let b Kb be the burst size of base layers. The burst size for
layer c is proportionally set to brc=r1 Kb. Since the recurring
window consists of a burst for every layer of each TV
channel, the total burst size of the complete stream of a TV
channel within the window is

PC
c¼1 brc=r1 ¼ b

PC
c¼1 rc=r1 ¼

br=r1 Kb. Since the broadcast bandwidth is R Kbps, the
recurring window size is ðbr=r1

R Þ � S ¼ ðbrSÞ=ðr1RÞ, where
br=r1

R is the amount of time the GLATS scheme must reserve
for a TV channel, and there are S TV channels in total.
Finally, the GLATS scheme produces the time slicing
schedule with bursts

GLATS:

��
s; c;

b
Pc�1

i¼1 ri=r1

R
S þ brc=r1

R
ðs� 1Þ; brc=r1

� ����
8s ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; S; c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C

�
;

ð1Þ

where the four elements are the TV channel, device class,
burst start time, and burst size.

The GLATS scheme in (1) is general, as it supports layers
with diverse bit rates. In contrast, the Layer-Aware Time
Slicing (LATS) scheme proposed in our earlier work [26]
assumes all layers have the same bit rate.

5.2 Analysis

We next prove the correctness of the GLATS scheme, and
we quantify its performance.

Theorem 1. The GLATS scheme (1) specifies a feasible time

slicing scheme for a recurring windows of brSr1R
sec, where 1) no

two bursts overlap with each other, and 2) bursts are long

enough to send data for all mobile devices to playout until the

next burst. Furthermore, the energy saving achieved by mobile

devices in class c is given by

�c ¼ 1�
Pc

i¼1 ri
rS

�RTocr1

brS
where c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;C: ð2Þ

Finally, the maximum channel switching delay is

dm ¼ b=r1: ð3Þ

Proof. First, sending a burst of brc=r1 Kb takes time brc=r1

R sec
to transmit. Thus, by the definition of (1), the resulting
scheme has no overlapping bursts. Second, consider any
arbitrary layer c, where 1 � c � C, the required amount
of data for smooth playout is brS

r1R
� rc � br

r1R
� R

r � rc ¼ b
rc
r1

,
where the inequality comes from the definition of S. This
inequality shows that the scheduled time period is long
enough to carry the playout data.

For energy saving, observe that mobile devices in
class c turn on their radio components for c times in each
recurring window. Combining this with the total burst
size, we have

�c ¼ 1�
b
Pc

i¼1
ri=r1

R þ cTo
brS
r1R

:

In this equation, the first term of the numerator accounts
for the time to receive actual video data, the second term
of the numerator represents the overhead durations, and
the denominator is the recurring window size. Manip-
ulating this equation yields (2).

For channel switching delay, we first consider mobile

devices in class 1. The worst case happens when a user

switches to a channel s right after the burst for layer 1 of

channel s is broadcast: the user has to wait for the

complete recurring window, i.e., dm ¼ brS
r1R

. Following the

definition of S, we write dm ¼ brS
r1R
� br

r1R
� R

r ¼ b=r1, which

yields (3). This result can be extended to any class c:

mobile devices, s can start playing out with the base

layer (layer 1) whenever it arrives. Mobile devices

gradually add enhancement layers whenever they are

available for incremental quality improvements. tu
We then compare the performance of the GLATS scheme

against and the LAF scheme presented in Section 4.2.

Lemma 1. The GLATS scheme achieves higher energy saving

than the LAF scheme for class c mobile devices if c 6¼ C.

These two schemes lead to the same energy saving for class C
mobile devices.

Proof. With the LAF scheme, mobile devices in class c

(c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C) receive a fraction/prefix of every burst,
and turn off their radio components earlier to save
energy. Since b is the base layer burst size in the GLATS
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scheme, we consider a LAF scheme, where each TV
channel has C bursts and their total size is br=r1, for a fair
comparison. Since the network bandwidth is R, class c
mobile devices must open their radio components for

b
Pc

i¼1 ri=r1

R

to receive the actual video data. The class c mobile
devices need to turn on their radio components C times
in every recurring window of ðbrSÞ=ðr1RÞ. This is
because, as Fig. 4 illustrates, packets belong to layers c �
C scatter over all C bursts. Therefore, we write the
energy saving achieved by class c mobile devices in the
LAF scheme as

�̂c ¼ 1�

Xc
i¼1

ri

rS
�RToCr1

brS
; where c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;C: ð4Þ

Comparing (4) against (2) yields the lemma. tu
This lemma shows that the GLATS scheme outperforms

the LAF scheme in terms of energy saving, as aforemen-
tioned in Section 4.2.

The following corollary is a direct result of Theorem 1:

Corollary 1. Consider a special case of the GLATS scheme,
where all layers have the same bit rate, i.e., rc ¼ r=C for all
c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C. The energy saving achieved by class c mobile
devices is given as �c ¼ 1� c

CS �
RToc
bCS . Moreover, the

maximal channel switching delay is given as dm ¼ bC=r.

This corollary considers a simplified scheme with
scalable streams where layers have uniform bit rates. Notice
that we call this simplified scheme as the LATS scheme in
our previous results [26], and this corollary is consistent
with the analysis presented in [26].

5.3 Discussion

We apply typical network parameters to numerically study
the performance of the GLATS scheme. More precisely, we
consider a mobile TV network with bandwidth R ¼ 9 Mbps,
and several TV channels that are encoded into scalable
streams at full rate of r ¼ 900 Kbps. Each of these scalable
streams is divided into four layers. That is, we consider four
classes of mobile devices. We note that the GLATS scheme
supports layers with diverse bit rates, and we consider three
different scenarios to assign bit rates to individual layers,
which are 1) uniform, in which r1 ¼ r2 ¼ � � � ¼ rC ¼ r=C,

2) linear, in which rc ¼ c� 2r
ð1þCÞC , and 3) exponential, in

which rc ¼ 2c�1 � r
2C�1

. We then assume the overhead
duration To ¼ 100 msec, and we vary the base layer burst
size b. We compute the energy saving and channel switching
delay of mobile devices in different classes using formulas
derived in Theorem 1, and we plot the results in Fig. 6, which
shows the energy saving �c for class c devices (c ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ
and channel switching delay dm. This figure clearly shows
that the GLATS scheme allows mobile devices to achieve a
wide range of energy saving values. For example, letting
b ¼ 1;000 Kb, 75-95 percent energy saving is possible in
uniform scenario, and 85-95 percent energy saving can be
achieved in the other two considered scenarios. The range of
supported energy saving is even larger when b is smaller.
This energy saving diversity enables mobile devices that are
short of resources to be conservative on energy for longer
watch time, while others can render TV channels at higher
perceived quality.

We mention that this diversity may come at an expense
of high channel switching delay. For example, as illustrated
in Fig. 6a, the channel switching delay is about 5 sec when
b ¼ 1;000 Kbps, which may not be desirable for some users.
A simple way to cope with long delays is to send bursts
more often, which is equivalent to reducing b. Smaller b
values, however, may lead to low energy saving as
illustrated by Fig. 6. For example, in Fig. 6a, setting b ¼
200 Kb results in about 40 percent energy saving for mobile
devices that render the complete video streams, which is
significantly smaller than the 85 percent energy saving that
is achieved when b ¼ 2;000 Kb. Therefore, reducing b is not
an efficient way to control channel switching delays, and
we need to develop a better solution.

6 GENERALIZED LAYER-AWARE TIME SLICING WITH

DELAY BOUND: GLATSB

We propose a new broadcast scheme to achieve energy
saving diversity without incurring long channel switching
delays, and we refer to it as Generalized Layer-Aware Time
Slicing with Delay Bound (GLATSB).

6.1 Overview

The GLATSB scheme is an extension of the GLATS scheme
presented in Section 5, and it aims to reduce channel
switching delays. The delay reduction is based on the
following observation. Long channel switching delays are
partially due to the dependency among different layers.
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This is because, despite how many layers a mobile device
plans to receive, it cannot decode the coded stream until the
base layer (layer 1) arrives, and the waiting time can be as
long as the whole recurring window. To better control the
channel switching delay, we propose to insert short and
frequent bootstrap bursts between any two adjacent bursts
defined in the GLATS scheme, and send the base layers of
TV channels using these bootstrap bursts. We refer to the
bursts defined in the GLATS scheme as normal bursts.

Fig. 7 illustrates how we insert the bootstrap bursts: a
small piece of base layer from each TV channel is sent
between two adjacent normal bursts. This figure shows that
two bootstrap bursts for TV channel 1 and 2, respectively,
are added between any two normal bursts. Since the
bootstrap bursts are sent very often, the user who switches
to a new channel can receive the bootstrap bursts and start
playing the base layer very quickly. Upon reaching the next
normal burst for layer 1 of the selected TV channel, mobile
devices switch over to normal bursts. Normal bursts
provide higher energy saving, because they are longer,
and thus the overhead duration To is relatively insignificant
to them.

We next derive the burst start time and the burst size of
each layer of individual TV channels. First, the number of
TV channels that can be concurrently broadcast is
S ¼ bðRÞ=ðrþ r1Þc. This is because we send each base layer
twice in the recurring window: both in bootstrap and
normal bursts. We let b be the normal burst size for base
layers. The normal burst size for layer c is proportional to rc,
and is written as brc=r1 where c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C. Then, the
recurring window size is ðbðr1 þ rÞSÞ=ðr1RÞ sec. In each
recurring window, the total bootstrap burst size of any TV
channel sðs ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; SÞ is b. Since the bit rate of layer c is
given as rc, for any c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C, the total bootstrap burst
size of any TV channel s between its layer c normal burst
and its layer cþ 1 normal burst is

b
rcPC
i¼1 ri

¼ brc=r:

We write �bðcÞ ¼ brc=r in the rest of our derivation. Last, the
total bootstrap burst size between the layer c normal burst
and the layer cþ 1 normal burst is equally divided into
S bootstrap bursts, where each bootstrap burst size is
�bðcÞ=S ¼ ðbrcÞ=ðrSÞ. Fig. 8 shows an illustrative example of
the derivation of bootstrap burst sizes. Finally the GLATSB
scheme produces the time slicing schedule with bursts

GLATSB (normal):

��
s; c; b

Pc�1
i¼1 ri=r1

R
S þ

Pc�1
i¼1

�bðiÞ
R

S þ brc=r1

R
ðs� 1Þ

þ
�bðcÞðs� 1Þ

R
;
brc
r1

� ���� 8s ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; S; c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C

�
;

ð5Þ

GLATSB (bootstrap):

��
s; c; b

Pc�1
i¼1 ri=r1

R
S þ

Pc�1
i¼1

�bðiÞ
R

S þ brc=r1

R
k

þ
�bðcÞðk� 1Þ

R
þ ðs� 1Þ

�bðcÞ
S

;
�bðcÞ
S

� ���� 8s ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; S;

c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C; and k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; S

�
;

ð6Þ

where the four elements are the TV channel, device class,
burst start time, and burst size, respectively. In (6), we use c
and k for the bootstrap burst indices. We notice that the
second and the fourth terms of the burst start time in (5)
consider the amount of air medium time occupied by the
bootstrap bursts. The last term in (6) splits the time between
two normal bursts among bootstrap bursts of individual TV
channels. These two equations define the proposed
GLATSB scheme.

The GLATSB scheme is general, as it supports layers
with diverse bit rates. In contrast, the Layer-Aware Time
Slicing with Delay Bound (LATSB) scheme proposed in our
earlier work [27] assumes all layers have the same bit rate.

6.2 Analysis

We prove the correctness of the proposed GLATSB scheme
in the next theorem. We also quantify its performance in the
same proof.

Theorem 2. The GLATSB scheme (5) and (6) specifies a feasible

time slicing scheme for a recurring window of bðr1þrÞS
r1R

sec,

where 1) no two bursts overlap with each other, and 2) bursts

are long enough to send data for all mobile devices to playout

till the next burst. Furthermore, the energy saving achieved by

mobile devices in class c (c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C) is given by

�c ¼ 1�
Pc

i¼1 ri
ðr1 þ rÞS

� RTocr1

bðrþ r1ÞS
: ð7Þ
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The energy saving achieved by mobile devices that receive the

bootstrap bursts is

�b ¼ 1� r1

ðr1 þ rÞS
� RCTor

ðrl þ rÞb
: ð8Þ

Finally, the maximal channel switching delay is

dm ¼
bðrþ r1ÞmaxCc¼1 rc

Rrr1
: ð9Þ

Proof. First, the construction of the GLASTB scheme

guarantees that no bursts intersect with each other in time

as the air medium of R Kbps is fast enough to transmit all

bursts within allocated time slots. Second, consider all

S bootstrap bursts for an arbitrary TV channel between its

normal bursts of layer c and cþ 1. Each of these bootstrap

bursts is �bðcÞ=S long, and thus the total burst size is �bðcÞ ¼
brc=r
S Kb. Furthermore, the bootstrap bursts after the normal

burst of layer cþ 1 arrives
�bðcÞþbrc=r1

R sec later. Because the

bootstrap bursts carry the base layer with a bit rate of

r1 Kbps, each bootstrap burst can support a playout time

of brc=r
Sr1
� brc=ðrr1Þ

R=ðrþr1Þ ¼
�bðcÞþbrc=r1

R , where the inequality follows

the definition of S (i.e., S � R
rþr1

). Since the playout time is

no shorter than the time period to the next burst, the

bootstrap bursts are long enough for smooth playout. We

next consider two adjacent normal bursts for the same

layer c of a specific TV channel. The burst transmits up to

b rcr1
Kb data, and the time difference between them

is S bðr1þrÞ
r1R

sec. Since these two normal bursts carry the

layer cwith a bit rate of rc Kbps, each such normal burst can

support a playout time of bðr1þrÞS
r1R

� bðr1þrÞR
r1Rðrþr1Þ ¼ b

rc
r1

, which

indicates that the normal bursts are long enough for

smooth playout. This proves the correctness of the

GLATSB scheme.
Next, following the definition of energy saving, the

energy saved for mobile devices that receive c layer is

�c ¼ 1�
b
Pc

i¼1
ri=r1

R þ cTo
S bðr1þrÞ

r1R

;

and the energy saved for mobile devices that receive

bootstrap bursts is

�b ¼ 1� b=Rþ CSTo
S bðr1þrÞ

r1R

:

In these two equations, the first term of the numerator is

the time to receive actual video data, the second term of

it accounts for the total overhead duration, and the

denominator is the recurring window size. Simplifying

these two equations leads to (7) and (8).
Finally, the channel switching delay is the maximal

time difference between two bootstrap bursts for the
same TV channel. Note that, the time difference between
two bootstrap bursts after a layer c normal burst is
�bðcÞþbrc=r1

R , where the first term in the numerator accounts
for the bootstrap bursts and the second term of it

accounts for the normal burst. Hence, the maximal
channel switching delay is

dm ¼
maxCc¼1½�bðcÞ þ brc=r1�

R
¼ b ðrþ r1ÞmaxCc¼1 rc

Rrr1
;

which leads to (9). tu
The next corollary enables network operators to bound

the channel switching delay precisely. This is a direct result
of (9).

Corollary 2. For a given maximal channel switching delay dm,
applying the GLATSB scheme (5) and (6) with any normal
burst size b, b � bm guarantees that mobile devices never suffer
from channel switching delay longer than dm, where bm ¼
dm

Rrr1

ðrþr1ÞmaxC
c¼1

rc
.

The following corollary is a direct result of Theorem 2:

Corollary 3. Consider a special case of the GLATSB scheme,

where the layers have uniform bit rates, i.e., rc ¼ r=C for all

c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C. The energy saving achieved by mobile devices

in class c (c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C) is given by �c ¼ 1� c
ðCþ1ÞS �

RToc
bðCþ1ÞS . The energy saving achieved by mobile devices that

receive the bootstrap bursts is

�b ¼ 1� 1

ðC þ 1ÞS �
RCTo
ðC þ 1Þb :

Finally, the maximal channel switching delay is dm ¼ bþb=C
R .

This corollary considers simplified scalable streams
where layers have uniform bit rates. Notice that we call
this simplified scheme as the LATSB scheme in our
previous results [27], and this corollary is consistent with
the analysis presented in [27].

6.3 Discussion

We apply the same network parameters used in Section 5.3
to numerically study the performance of the GLATSB
scheme. We consider three different scenarios to assign bit
rate to individual layers, which are uniform, linear, and
exponential. We vary the base layer burst size b, and we
compute the energy saving and channel switching delay of
mobile devices in different classes using formulas derived
in Theorem 2. We plot the results in Fig. 9, which shows the
energy saving �c for class c device (c ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4) and channel
switching delay dm. This figure indicates that the GLATSB
scheme enables mobile devices to achieve a wide range of
energy saving values. More importantly, this figure reveals
that, compared to the GLATS scheme, the GLATSB scheme
dramatically reduces the channel switching delay: less than
300 msec delay can be achieved in the uniform scenario,
and the delays never exceed 2 sec in all considered
scenarios. We mention that, in the analysis of energy
saving, we assume that mobile devices receive bootstrap
bursts for short, transient time periods, and only consider
mobile devices that receive normal bursts. We eliminate this
assumption when conducting the the empirical evaluation
in Section 7.

Last, we notice that low channel switching delays
achieved by GLATSB scheme comes at an expense of
bandwidth overhead of Sr1 Kbps, since the base layers
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are transmitted twice. This overhead is, however, con-
trollable: network operators may decide to use a lower
base layer rate.

7 EVALUATION

We evaluate the proposed broadcasting schemes using a
real mobile TV testbed. We first describe the testbed and
experimental setup. We then present the results.

7.1 Mobile TV Testbed

We have implemented a DVB-H testbed network in our
Lab. Our mobile TV testbed has two main parts: base station
and receivers, which are described below. We use a
commodity Linux box as the base station, which runs our
broadcast software that consists of video streaming server,
IP encapsulator, and DVB-H modulator. The video stream-
ing server supports scalable streams and sends RTP packets
to the IP encapsulator. The IP encapsulator puts these RTP
packets into MPE and MPE-FEC sections, and fits these
sections into time slicing bursts. The encapsulated MPE and
MPE-FEC sections form MPEG-2 traffic streams, which are
sent to the DVB-H modulator and then transmitted over the
air to mobile devices. We installed a DVB-H PCI modulator
in our base station, which implements the physical layer of
the protocol stack and transmits signals via an indoor
antenna. The RF output level of the modulator, however, is
quite low (��29 dBm). We use a low-power amplifier to
boost the RF signals to about 0 dBm, which gives us more
than 20-meter range in our lab environment with a regular
cellular phone antenna.

We use Nokia N96 mobile phones as receivers, which
come with the receiver-side of the DVB-H protocol and
video player. While mobile phones help in assessing the
visual quality of videos, they do not provide detailed
logging functions of the low-level signals, which are needed
to evaluate the performance of our proposed schemes. To
address this limitation, we added a DVB-H protocol
analyzer to the testbed. This analyzer is attached to a PC
via a USB port and comes with visualization software for
analysis. The analyzer records traffic streams as well as
provides detailed information on the RF signals, the MPEs,
jitter, time slicing, and so on. More details about our testbed
can be found in [30].

7.2 Setup

We have implemented both the GLATS and GLATSB
schemes in the testbed. We notice that, to the best of our

knowledge, there exists no other broadcast schemes for
broadcasting scalable video streams in current systems. For
comparison, we implement the SS and PS schemes presented
in Section 4.2, respectively. These two schemes work in
current systems, and achieve the same energy saving and
channel switching delay. Hence, we denote them as CUR in
the figures. Using the H.264/SVC [31] reference software
[32], we have encoded the City video sequence, into four SNR
scalability layers, where each layer has a bit rate of 192 Kbps
and is in CIF (352� 288) resolution at 30 fps frame rate.
Given that the City sequence is quite short, we concatenated
it several times to form a 5-min video sequence. We
broadcast the same sequence in all TV channels, because
different video characteristics do not significantly affect the
quality of service metrics considered in this section.
Furthermore, as there is no effective rate control algorithms
built in the H.264/SVC reference software, we had to search
for appropriate quantization parameter (QP) values by
encoding the same video many times. This is very time
consuming even for a single video sequence, e.g., encoding a
10-sec sequence could take more than 12 hours in our
experience. With the coded stream, we configured the
modulator card to use 8 MHz bandwidth, quadrature
phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation, 3/4 code ratio, and
1/8 guard interval. This leads to the channel bandwidth of
8.289 Mbps [33]. We broadcast 4 TV channels for 5 min using
the GLATS and GLATSB schemes, and repeated the same
test using the CUR scheme.

We have instrumented the testbed to save log files for
offline analysis. The log files contain start and end times of
each burst, its size, and the layer it belongs to. Using these
logs, we wrote a software utility to emulate the channel
switching behavior of a large number (1 million) of mobile
devices. We generate random channel switching events
using Bernoulli trials. For every mobile device, we toss a
biased coin every second and issue a channel switching
command if the trial is success. The new selected channel is
randomly chosen from all broadcast channels other than the
currently watched one. We configured the probability of
success to vary the average watch time of each channel from 1
to 60 sec. We also varied the burst size from 500 to 1,500 Kb. If
not otherwise specified, we present sample results for 60-sec
average watch time, and 1,000 Kb burst size.

We ran the simulation against every log file collected
from the testbed, and we computed the channel switching
delay d and energy saving �. We measured the channel
switching delay by searching for the next burst of
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the selected TV channel and computing the time difference
between it and the channel switching event. We let the
overhead duration To ¼ 100 msec, and measured the energy
saving by calculating the fraction of time that the radio
component is in between every two channel switching
events. We emphasize that when computing the energy
saving for the GLATSB scheme, we divide the watching
period into two parts: when a device receives bootstrap
bursts, and when it receives normal bursts. We calculated
the energy saving in both periods and reported the
weighted average of them. Since we consider both time
periods in the experiments, we no longer assume that
mobile devices receive bootstrap bursts only for a transient
time period as we did in Section 6.3.

7.3 Results

We present sample results for TV channel 1, while results
for other TV channels are similar.

7.3.1 Diverse Energy Saving

We first plot the energy saving achieved by a sample mobile
device in each mobile device class in Fig. 10. We then
compute the average energy saving of all mobile devices,
and report the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
curves in Fig. 11. These two figures show that the CUR
scheme leads to no energy saving differentiation, while the
GLATS and GLATSB schemes enable proportional energy
saving for mobile devices in different classes. This confirms
that broadcasting scalable streams using the CUR scheme
cannot support heterogeneous mobile devices.

7.3.2 Channel Switching Delay

We plot the CDF curves of channel switching delays in
Fig. 12. This figure shows that the GLATS scheme may

lead to high channel switching delay: up to 4-sec delay in

this experiment. In contrast, GLATSB scheme results in

negligible channel switching delay: about 200 msec is

achieved.

7.3.3 Implication of per Channel Watch Time

In the GLATSB scheme, mobile devices that receive boot-

strap bursts incur lower energy saving. Hence, the frequency

of channel switching events can affect the average energy

saving. To quantify this impact, we vary the time that a user

would watch a TV channel from 1 to 60 sec. We plot the CDF

curves of average energy saving of mobile devices that

receive the complete streams in Fig. 13. This figure shows

that frequent channel switching events only degrade the

energy saving in extreme cases, in which users constantly

change TV channels.
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Fig. 10. Sample energy saving achieved by a mobile device in each classes: (a) CUR, (b) GLATS, and (c) GLATSB.

Fig. 11. Energy saving achieved by (all) mobile devices in different classes: (a) CUR, (b) GLATS, and (c) GLATSB.

Fig. 12. Delay of different schemes.



7.3.4 Implication of Burst Size

We next vary burst size b from 500 to 1,500 Kb. This covers the
whole practical range of b values, since 1,565 Kb is the
maximal burst size specified by DVB-H standard documents
[22]. We first present results for the mobile devices that
receive the complete streams. We plot the CDF curves of
energy saving and channel switching delay in Fig. 14. Fig. 14a
shows that increasing burst size allows the GLATS scheme to
achieve higher energy saving. However, Fig. 14b reveals that
larger burst size also increases the channel switching delay:
letting b ¼ 1;500 Kb leads to as high as 6-sec delay. These two
figures show that the GLATS scheme uses b to control the
tradeoff between energy saving and channel switching
delay, which is inefficient. In contrast, Figs. 14c and 14d
show that increasing b in the GLATSB scheme also leads to
higher energy saving, however, it does not result in excessive
channel switching delay: the delay is shorter than 200 msec in
all cases. We note that the above discussions are applicable
for all mobile devices despite how many layers they receive
and decode. Figures for other classes are not shown due to
the space limitations.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the problem of broadcasting
scalable video streams over a shared air medium to mobile
devices with heterogeneous resources, such that mobile
devices can render the most appropriate substreams while
achieving high energy saving and low channel switching
delay. We analyzed current mobile TV networks, and
showed that they cannot efficiently broadcast scalable coded
streams. We then proposed two scalable broadcast schemes:
GLATS and GLATSB. We formally proved the correctness of
the proposed schemes, and we analytically quantified their
performance in terms of energy saving and channel switch-
ing delay. The proposed schemes can be implemented in
current base stations, and they produce bursts of traffic that
are compliant with current mobile video broadcasting
standards such as DVB-H. The main difference between
GLATS and GLATSB is that the latter ensures short channel
switching delays, but at a small cost of lower bandwidth
utilization. We implemented the GLATS and GLATSB
schemes in a real mobile TV testbed to show their

practicality and efficiency. Our extensive experiments

showed that both the GLATS and GLATSB schemes enable

energy saving differentiation: between 75 and 95 percent

were observed. Moreover, the GLATSB scheme also

achieves low channel switching delays: 200 msec is possible

with typical system parameters.
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